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In the Shadow of Greatness: Five Remarkable Women Who Served the
Genius of Another
The lives of five strong, creative,
intelligent women who dedicated their
lives to serving the genius of others. Isabel
Burton, wife of explorer Sir Richard
Burton. Maria Nys, first wife of Aldous
Huxley. Francoise Gilot, Pablo Picassos
mistress for 10 years, and mother of two of
his children. Helen Dukas, loyal assistant
to Albert Einstein. Vera Slonim, wife of
Vladimir Nabokov. Among fascinating
friends, dramatic historic events and
transcendent achievements, these women
chose saintly self-effacement, emotional
suffering,
loneliness,
and
personal
privation. WHY? Why choose to live in
the shadow of greatness? What did each
sacrifice? What did each gain? Because
each womans shadow efforts influenced the
public persona of her partner, the author
believes the key is in the opaqueness or
transparency of the genius being served.
Some geniuses are so obsessed-opaquethey are open to nothing outside
themselves. Others are transparent to the
work of their own genius - a witness, not a
slave. How this affects the shadow women
is the focus of this book.
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